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3 I: vocabularies 
 

:( one is extra)Fill in the blanks with the words given A. 
 shouting - while –expand– dedicate – once – stand for – appreciation 
 

1) Some of the patients were screaming and .................. at the nurses. 

2) Would you be willing to .................. some of your time to local charities?   

 3) Everyone knew at …………… how serious the problem was.  

4) I have the greatest .................. for his ideas, but I don't agree with them.  

 5)  Do you know what the abbreviation IPA………… ?            Not exactly.  

 6)  He went abroad to ……………..his knowledge in his field of study, physics.  
 

 

2 :B. Fill in the blanks with your knowledge 

 

7. He doesn’t have enough s - - - - - - - to lift this heavy luggage. 

8. The patient thanked the nurses who had c - - - - for him. 

9. Reading this tiny book needs a m- - - - - -  - - -  glass . 

10. The monolingual dictionary has about 50,000 ……….  
 

 

1.5                       .)extra one is(Match the left column with the right column. C 
                       A                                                                                          B 

             11. take                                                                           a) arrangement       
                12.travel                                                                           b) the way 
                13. blood                                                                         c. temperature                                                                
               1 4. Sense of                                                                    d) pressure 
                15. by                                                                                e) things 
                16. handle                                                                        f) appreciation 

                                                                                                           g) mistake 
 

 

1.5 :)extra one is(Match the definitions of Column A to the terms in Column BD .  

                         A                                                             B 
17. guess or imagine                                                     a) contain 

18. tell somebody that something is good                     b) generate 

19. have something inside                                              c. recommend 

20.  famous                                                                     d) suppose 

21. to be worthy                                                              e) distinguished 

22. produce                                                                     f) figure out 

                                                                                       g) deserve 
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3 :E .Choose the best answer 
 

23. If your child becomes ill, be sure that the………… knows what medicines he or she must take. 
              a. elder                     b. housewife                   c. physician                    d. founder     

24.In the movie, he plays a concerned and sensitive father trying to ……two teenage children on his own. 

             a. attempt                  b. cure               c. discover               d. bring up  

25. The gases that may be warming the planet will have their main effect many years……… 

              a. at all                    b. thus                       c. hence                       d. whereby 

26. Do you know who is the ……………of this lab in this city? 

              a. inventor                 b. sensor               c. searcher                 d. founder 

27. In many countries for……Japan fish is very important part of a diet.  

               a. inspiration                  b. function             c. instance                 d. ethics 

28. They were making funny faces, trying to ………a smile from the baby. 

                a. provide                        b. elicit              c. note                  d. attempt 

 

5 II: Grammar 

:F: Choose the best answer 

 

29.Will lesson five ……….by the students next Friday ? 

     a. practice                 b. be practiced                c. practices                 d. is practiced 

30. Homa’s father never wears a hat, ………. ……….?  

         a. does she                 b. doesn’t he                 c. does he                  d. does him 

31. The dishes ………..washed by my little brother yet. 

   a. hasn’t                    b. have not been                 c. were                 d. aren’t 

32. I…………my washing machine at the moment. It ……….. 

  a. can’t be used/ is fixing                   b. can’t be used/ is being fixed 

  c. can’t use/ is being fixed                  d. can’t use/is fixing 

33. Somebody broke my bedroom’s window this morning………  ………? 

   a. didn’t he                    b. did he               c. did they                d. didn’t they 

34. This is the woman…………..you send the letter. 

    a. which                  b. whose                 c. whom                     d. where 

35.He looks so serious, ………….in fact he is so much fun. 

  a. but                           b. and                 c. so                  d. or 

36.Pizza……………by the slice is a popular lunch in many cities throughout the world. 

    a. that sell              b. which is sold                 c. they sell that                   d. they sell it 

37. We will stay at a hotel……….my friend has recommended to us. 

    a. who                    b. what                   c. that                    d. whose 

38. Which sentence is grammatically wrong? 

  a. The worker that you phoned is French.           b. The worker who phoned you is French. 

 c. The worker you phoned is French.          d. The worker whom you phoned him is French. 
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1 :: Change the following sentences into passiveG 

 

39. Mir Amini is going to repair the house. 

………………………………………………….. 

40. She has studied two chemistry books. 

…………………………………………. 
 

 

2 )which-whom-Combine the following sentences with (who:  
41. The girls practiced days and nights. 

     They are singing very beautifully. 

……………………………………………………. 

42. The horse was injured seriously. 

     He bought it for the race. 

……………………………………………… 
 

 

1 :Unscramble the following wordsI: 
43.met/the girls/ I / very/ are/ whom/ friendly. 

……………………………………………………..   

44. the cats/ are/ by Helen/ being /every day/fed. 

………………………………………………………… 
 

 

3 III: Reading comprehension 

.Complete the dialogue with the given words J.  
guess- physician -distinguished –medical- receiving -Cure 

 
  Narges: Who is that man in the picture? 

 Nasrin: He is professor Samiee. He is a famous Iranian …..45…..…. and a …46…..… university professor. 

                                                                            

Narges:   I ….47….. , I have seen him on television. Can you tell me something about his life ?  

Nasrin: He was born in Tehran in 1316. After ….48…. his diploma in Rasht, he moved to Germany to study 

medicine.  

Narges: Is he living in Germany now ?  

Nasrin: Yes, he works in a ……49…….. center, but he travels to Iran to ……50……. the sick people of Iran. 
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5 :Read the following passages and then answer the questions K: 

Passage1: 

role in boosting the happiness and  criticalResearchers believe that work place appreciation and gratitude plays a      

sense of belonging of the employees. Research findings suggest that if the employers want to see their employees 

work and function well, they must keep on appreciating good work. Not …………., this gratitude lowers the stress 

level in workers and employees and makes them highly motivated to do their best at work. Medical research also 

shows that workers’ general health is dependent on the way they are treated at work place: if employers respect and 

.will feel the resulting improved physical and mental power they , thank their workers 

 

51. The word “critical” in line 1 is closest in meaning to: 

   a. additional                b. historical          c. essential        d. accidental 

:in the last sentence refers to theyThe underlined . 25 

    a. employers                  b. work place                 c. employees               d. researchers 

53. What can fill the blank in line 4? 

  a. surprisingly                b. functionally               c. accordingly               d. strongly 

54.  Find a synonym for the word “increase” in line 1.  ………..   

55. According to the passage, employers will work effectively if they are respected. 

                                     a. true                       b. false 

56. People workplace can make them happy and strong. 

                       a. true                         b. false 

57. What does the workers’ general health depend on? 

………………………………………………………  

58. what is the relationship between being appreciated and stress level? 

………………………………………………………………………. 
 

Passage 2: 

     If you want to send a message to a friend in another city, you can make a telephone call. If you have computer, 

you can send an e-mail. In the early 1800s, there were no computers, and Alexander Graham bell had not yet 

invented telephone. Most people wrote letters, but mail was slower than it is today. Mail traveled by boat or 

horseback, so a letter could take a very long time to go from one city to another. 

    A man named Samuel Morse thought that people should have a faster way to send messages. Morse knew that 

some scientists had been working to solve this problem, and he began experimenting too. He had heard about 

machines that sent controlled bursts of electricity over wires. He built a better machine than the other scientists. His 

machine-the telegraph- sent short and long bursts of electricity over very long wires. 
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2 Next, Morse’s partner, Alfred, Vail, designed a code for sending messages. In his code, the short and long bursts of 

energy were combined in different ways. Each combination stood for a letter of alphabet. for example, a short and a 

long burst stood for the letter A. One long and three short bursts stood for the letter B. With Morse code , people 

could send messages over long distances in a short period of time.  

       There were many changes in communication after Morse’s invention. The telegraph caught on, and wires were 

strung from city to city. People were informed about important news more quickly than ever before. Businesspeople 

used the telegraph to buy and sell products. People could send messages across the country in minutes, instead of 

months. 

59. What  was one difference between the telegraph and mail in the early1800s? 

     a. it cost more to send a letter than to use a telegraph.  

     b. there were more telegraph offices than post offices.  

     c. the telegraph was faster than mail. 

     d. the telegraph traveled by boat while a letter traveled by horseback. 

60. What did Alexander Grahame Bell and Samuel Morse have in common? 

          a. Both worked on the telegraph         b. Both invented ways to communicate better.     

           c. Both were born in the early 1800s      d. Both started out working for the post office 

61. Which of the following could be a good title for the passage? 

         a. A faster way to send messages             b. Samuel Morse, the amazing life 

         c. Just how fast the telegraph is                d. History of long distance communication 

62. There is enough information in the passage to answer which of the following questions? 

       a. When did Alexander Graham Bell invent his best-known invention, the telephone? 

       b. Who were the key people in developing the Morse Code and the telegraph?  

       c. When did the telegraph lose its popularity as a means of communication? 

        d. How common is the Morse Code in today’s international communications? 

 

 

 

 

Good Luck 
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